
Lecture 29: Neural Networks

CPSC 425: Computer Vision
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Menu for Today (Mar 28)

Topics:

— Neuron 
— Neural Networks  

Readings:
— Today’s Lecture:  N/A                        
— Next Lecture:       N/A

Reminders:

—Assignment 6: out now!, Deep Learning due Apri 8

Quiz 5 – Tuesday (up to and including Viola-Jones)

Quiz 6 – Apr 7 or 8

— Layers and activation functions 
— Backpropagation  



Photo credit: reddit user Liammm
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Recall: Pareidolia  
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Today’s “fun” Example: Deep Dream — Algorithmic Pareidolia



The Viola-Jones face detector constructs a detector using Boosting, which combines 
weak detectors by re-weighting mis-classified detections.   Then a cascade of 
detectors makes it real-time.

An object proposal algorithm generates a short list of regions with generic object-
like properties that can be evaluated by an object detector in place of an exhaustive 
sliding window search 
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Lecture 28: Re-cap



Warning:

Our intro to Neural Networks will be very lightweight … 

… if you want to know more, take CS grad courses by 

Leon Sigal, Helge Rhodin, or Kwang Moo Yi 
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A Neuron

— The basic unit of computation in a neural network is a neuron.

— A neuron accepts some number of input signals, computes their weighted sum, and applies an 
activation function (or non-linearity) to the sum.

— Common activation functions include sigmoid and rectified linear unit (ReLU) 
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image features

weights

Recall: Linear Classifier
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Defines a score function: 

bias vector
(parameters)

Image Credit: Ioannis (Yannis) Gkioulekas (CMU)
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Recall: Linear Classifier

Image Credit: Ioannis (Yannis) Gkioulekas (CMU)



Aside: Inspiration from Biology
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Neural nets/perceptrons are loosely inspired by biology.
But they certainly are not a model of how  the brain works, or even how neurons

work.

Figure credit: Fei-Fei and Karpathy



Activation Function: Sigmoid

Common in many early neural networks

Biological analogy to saturated firing rate of neurons 

Maps the input to the range [0,1] 
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Figure credit: Fei-Fei and Karpathy



Found to accelerate convergence during learning 
Used in the most recent neural networks 
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Activation Function: ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) 

Figure credit: Fei-Fei and Karpathy
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Activation function
(e.g., Sigmoid or ReLU function of weighted sum)



A Neuron … another way to draw it … 
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A Neuron … another way to draw it … 
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(1) Combine the sum and activation function 
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A Neuron … another way to draw it … 
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(1) Combine the sum and activation function 

(2) suppress the bias term (less clutter)
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A Neuron … another way to draw it … 
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(1) Combine the sum and activation function 

(2) suppress the bias term (less clutter)
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Neural Network
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Connect a bunch of neurons together — a collection of connected neurons

‘one neuron’



Neural Network
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Connect a bunch of neurons together — a collection of connected neurons

‘two neurons’



Neural Network
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Connect a bunch of neurons together — a collection of connected neurons

‘three neurons’



Neural Network
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Connect a bunch of neurons together — a collection of connected neurons

‘four neurons’



Neural Network
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Connect a bunch of neurons together — a collection of connected neurons

‘five neurons’



Neural Network
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Connect a bunch of neurons together — a collection of connected neurons

‘six neurons’



Neural Network
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This network is also called a Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP)



Neural Network: Terminology
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‘input’ layer



Neural Network: Terminology
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‘hidden’ layer
‘input’ layer



Neural Network: Terminology
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‘output’ layer
‘hidden’ layer

‘input’ layer



Neural Network: Terminology
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this layer is a
‘fully connected layer’



Neural Network: Terminology
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so is this



Neural Network
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Example of a neural network with three inputs, a single hidden layer of four neurons, 
and an output layer of two neurons

A neural network comprises neurons connected in an acyclic graph

The outputs of neurons can become inputs to other neurons 

Neural networks typically contain multiple layers of neurons 

Figure credit: Fei-Fei and Karpathy



Neural Network Intuition

Question: What is a Neural Network?
Answer: Complex mapping from an input (vector) to an output (vector)

Question: What class of functions should be considered for this mapping?
Answer: Compositions of simpler functions (a.k.a. layers)? We will talk more about 
what specific functions next …

Question: What does a hidden unit do?
Answer: It can be thought of as classifier or a feature. 

Question: Why have many layers?
Answer: 1) More layers = more complex functional mapping 

2) More efficient due to distributed 
representation

* slide from Marc’Aurelio Renzato 
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Example of a neural network with three inputs, a single hidden layer of four neurons, 
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Neural Network
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Figure credit: Fei-Fei and Karpathy

Note: each neuron will have its own vector of weights and a bias, its easier to think of 
all neurons in a layer as a single entity with a matrix of weights (size = number of inputs 
x number of neurons) and a vector of biases (size = number of neurons)

Neural Network
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Figure credit: Fei-Fei and Karpathy
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Neural Network
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Activation Function
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Why can’t we have linear activation functions? Why have non-linear activations?
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Activation Function

Figure credit: Fei-Fei and Karpathy
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Activation Function

Figure credit: Fei-Fei and Karpathy
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Activation Function

Figure credit: Fei-Fei and Karpathy
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Activation Function

Figure credit: Fei-Fei and Karpathy



Number of linear segments for 
large input dimension:

Activation Function

4
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Non-linear activation is required to provably make the Neural Net a universal 
function approximator

Intuition: with ReLU activation, we 
effectively get a linear spline approximation 
to any function.

Optimization of neural net parameters = 
finding slopes and transitions of linear pieces 

The quality of approximation depends on the 
number of linear segments  
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Activation Function

https://towardsdatascience.com/can-neural-networks-really-learn-any-function-65e106617fc6
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Activation Function

https://towardsdatascience.com/can-neural-networks-really-learn-any-function-65e106617fc6
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Activation Function

https://towardsdatascience.com/can-neural-networks-really-learn-any-function-65e106617fc6



Universal Approximation Theorem: Single hidden layer can approximate any 
continuous function with compact support to arbitrary accuracy, when the width 
goes to infinity.

Universal Approximation Theorem (revised): A network of infinite depth 
with a hidden layer of size          neurons, where    is the dimension of the input 
space, can approximate any continuous function.  

Universal Approximation Theorem (further revised): ResNet with a single 
hidden unit and infinite depth can approximate any continuous function.  

[ Hornik et al., 1989 ] 

Light Theory: Neural Network as Universal Approximator

[ Lin and Jegelka, NIPS 2018 ] 

[ Lu et al., NIPS 2017 ] 



Neural Network
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How many neurons?
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How many neurons? 4+2 = 6

Neural Network
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How many neurons? 4+2 = 6 How many weights?

Neural Network
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How many neurons? 4+2 = 6 How many weights?

(3 x 4) + (4 x 2) = 20

Neural Network
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How many neurons? 4+2 = 6 How many weights?

(3 x 4) + (4 x 2) = 20

How many learnable parameters?

Neural Network
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How many neurons? 4+2 = 6 How many weights?

(3 x 4) + (4 x 2) = 20

How many learnable parameters?
20 + 4 + 2 = 26

bias terms

Neural Network



Modern convolutional neural networks contain 10-20 layers and on the order 

of 100 million parameters 

Training a neural network requires estimating a large number of parameters 
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Neural Networks


